AIRPORT CONSULTANCY
Your Preferred Partner in Airfield Engineering & Innovation!

WE CAN HELP YOU WITH

- Airfield Maintenance Advisory
- Pavement Condition Assessment
- Pavement Distress Diagnostics & Solutions
- Airport Pavement Management System
- Training & Research

OUR SERVICES

- Pavement Design & Analysis
- Accredited Laboratory Testing
- Pavement ACN/PCN Assessment
- Safety Skid Resistance
- Aircraft Ride Quality Assessment

SELECTED PROJECT REFERENCES

- Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, Netherlands
- Brussels International Airport, Belgium
- Cambodia International Airports
- Singapore Changi Airport, Singapore
- Doha International Airport, Qatar
- Dubai International Airport, United Arab Emirates
- Hamad International Airport, Qatar
- Hong Kong International Airport, Hong Kong
- Kotoka International Airport, Ghana
- Military Airbases
OUR RANGE OF TESTING CAPABILITIES

Pavement Structural Assessment

Automated Distress Imaging & Rating

Profile Data Collection and Ride Quality Assessment

Skid Resistance Testing

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Test
to determine thickness of underlying pavement layers

In-situ California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Test

Testing of Pavement Surface Macrotexture

CONTACT US NOW

Dr Tan Jun Yew
junyew.tan@samwoh.com.sg